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The major distinction among models 
for radiant floors is shaped by the 
target phenomenon being mod-
eled: 
-Conductive heat transfer within the 
radiant  slab

-Floor-building coupling

Another important distinction is 
the modeling approach em-
ployed:
-Analytical
-Numerical
-Semi-analytical 
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Control of HVAC systems is critical in applications, due to the multiple demands and conditions 
faced by the system. This is especially challenging for high thermal inertia devices, such as radi-
ant floor systems (RFS). To develop efficient control strategies, the modeling step is essential 
to predict the building system behavior and guide the selection of control actions.
The 3-year path was designed to follow this logical map, starting from the analysis and modeling 
of critical systems, such as RFS, and finally studying and proposing efficient control strategies.
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Experimental Set-up

Room
- 9 calibrated TLC sheets → Surface T distribution
- 19 NTC sensors → Floor and wall/ceiling T
- 3 Zigbee sensors → Air T and RH
- Thermal microclimate station →  Globe T, radiant 
T, air T and RH, air speed, PMV, PPD

Heat pump
- PT100 sensors → Supply and return T
- Energy meter → Electric consumption

Tests carried out

Preliminar Results
- 10 cm pipe spacing → 0.05°C 
(steady) and 0.5°C (transient) varia-
tions

- 25 cm pipe spacing → 0.5÷1°C vari-
ations

1.White-box modeling of RFS to generate a data repository
2.Model simplification for application to control strategies
3.Control strategies developement

5. AR Prediction of On-Field Dataset
First example of application:
-  350 real-world datasets of 
building thermal load

-  Autoregressive (AR) prediction
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Two modeling approaches have been used to describe the 
surface temperature non-uniformity in RFS: 
•Analytical Model by Gluck (1982) → Steady-state 

     with: 

•Numerical FEM Model → Transient conditions 

Results 
In typical applications - 10 cm spacing and 5 cm depth - the 
non-uniformity in steady-state conditions is  small, on the 
order of 0.04÷0.05°C, while in transient situations it can go to 
0.5°C. 
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Camera and support for TLC image capture

Equipped test room (Room 1)Layout of test rooms with instrumentation

Characterization of the models for RFS

Schematic representation of heat transfer mechanisms in the room

Coe�cient for condensation prevention

- Near steady-state conditions
- Transient conditions

- Internal heat gains
- Different heating/cooling condi-
tions in Room 2

AR prediction 
based on thermal 
load data from 
installed boilers

TLC photo, tempera-
ture map, and tempera-
ture curve in a central 
section

Data log of experimental measurements


